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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A health plan application includes a process for surgical procedure requests. Currently, there is an evaluation subprocess in which a

physician reviews the diagnosis and enters the recommended procedure and its urgency. The request then advances to a medical

director who analyzes the feedback and approves the appropriate procedure. The health care organization has created a new

requirement, which states that three physicians can perform the evaluation independently. Only two evaluations are necessary to

advance the case to the medical director.

In order to allow the three physicians to review the orders in parallel, how would you configure the process?

Options: 
A- Add a Split Join shape, add a list of physicians, and call the surgical procedure request process.

B- Add a Split For Each shape, add a list of physicians, and call the evaluation process.

C- Add a Split Join shape, add a list of physicians, and call the evaluation process.

D- Add a cascading approvals shape that is called by the evaluation subprocess.

Answer: 
A



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A health plan application includes a process for surgical procedure requests. Currently, there is an evaluation subprocess in which a

physician reviews the diagnosis and enters the recommended procedure and its urgency. The request then advances to a medical

director who analyzes the feedback and approves the appropriate procedure. The health care organization has created a new

requirement, which states that three physicians can perform the evaluation independently. Only two evaluations are necessary to

advance the case to the medical director.

How do you configure the process so that the request can continue to be processed if only two of the three physicians approve the

order?

Options: 
A- Use an Any join condition.

B- Use a Some join condition.

C- Use a decision table.

D- Use a validate rule.

Answer: 
B



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Items selected by a user need to be copied to a page list property when the user submits the form.

How do you copy the items?

Options: 
A- Create a validate rule to copy the selected items.

B- Create a declare expression with the page list property as the target.

C- Add a data transform to the flow action as a pre-processing action.

D- Add a data transform to the flow action as a post-processing action.

Answer: 
C



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Users are spending excess time researching duplicate cases to determine whether to process or resolve the cases.

Which two options allow you to reduce the number of potential duplicate cases? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Decrease the weights of the weighted conditions.

B- Increase the weights of the weighted conditions.

C- Increase the weighted condition sum threshold.

D- Decrease the weighted condition sum threshold.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice



In the first step in a case type, the user compares data on a form to the data on a customer account. If the data matches, the case is

resolved. If the data does not match, the user advances the case to update the account.

Management only wants a record of the cases that update an account. What two configuration options do you use to implement this

requirement? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Add a Persist Case shape after the first step.

B- Apply a when condition to the first step to persist only cases requiring updates.

C- Configure the starting flow to instantiate the case type as a temporary case.

D- Configure the first step to instantiate the case type as a temporary case.

Answer: 
B, D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice



How do you identify if a result in a decision rule cannot be returned?

Options: 
A- Test for missing conditions

B- Test for completeness

C- Test the rule using a unit test

D- Test for conflicts

Answer: 
C

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A duplicate case search contains two weighted conditions in which a property value in the current case is compared to the same

property value in the existing case. After processing multiple cases that have two matching data values, duplicate case search does not

identify any duplicates.



What two approaches do you take to diagnose the cause? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Verify that there are no more than 4 maximum weighted conditions being tested.

B- Verify that the total weights of the matching conditions match or exceed the threshold.

C- Verify that each of the basic conditions are satisfied.

D- Verify that the case type is instantiated as a temporary case so the case can be cancelled.

Answer: 
A, B

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are configuring the container setting of a section to display a title. The title is based on the type of loan requested. The section has a

parameter defined named Loantype



Options: 
A- Check the answer as below

Answer: 
A

Question 9



Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company wants to run the same pega application in its eastern US office as well as its india

office. The eastern united states server runs in the eastern united states time zone. The india server runs in the india time zon. The

company wants a process to run in both offices at the same time world-wide once a day regardless of the server's location

How do you efficiently meet this requirement?

Options: 
A- Define two advanced agents that call the same activity. one agent is scheduled to run at a time in the eastern united states time zone

and the other agents is scheduled to run at a time in the india time zone. The activity checks both the local time zone and the local time.

if the local time is close to the expected time the activity should run it continues otherwise it exits

B- Define two advanced agent that call the same parameterzied activity. One agent passes eastern united states time zone to the

activity, and the other agent passes india time zone. The activity checks

the local time zone. if the parameter matches the local time zone, the activity continues. otherwise it exits

C- Define a single adavanced agent that is scheduled to run in any desired time zone. in the Eastern us server modify the agaent

schedule to run in the eastern united states time zone. For the india server, specify the india time zone within the agent schedule

D- Define a single advanced agent that is scheduled to run in either the eastern united states zone or the india time zone. Ensure that

the clocks with the servers in both offices are synchronized using the simple Network time protocal

Answer: 



C

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An agent is associated with the Background processing node type. Several nodes in the cluster are

configured to perform background processing. You need to create an agent that runs every day at

midnight and sends customers an email if their birthday is that day

which two options do you select to configure the agent?

Options: 
A- Auto queue management

B- Advanced for mode

C- Periodic for pattern

D- Delay next run of agent across the cluster by specified time period

Answer: 



B, D

Question 11
Question Type: MultipleChoice

XYZ Corporate wants to perform extensive analysis on work party information across various case types in real time at any time of the

day. At the same time, xyz wants to minimize the impact this analysis has case worker using Pega applications.

Which solution do you recommend?

Options: 
A- Invoke BIX to export Index-WorkPartyUri data to the report database.

B- Impalement a REST Service that persists index-WorkPartyUri data within the report database.

C- Define additional database indexes against index-WorlParyUri.

D- Configure the Index-WorkpartyUri Data_admin_DB_table record to write to the reports database.

Answer: 
D



Question 12
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Review the following classes and properties:

A page list property is defined at the class group MyCo-Lending-Work. The property name is .Loans and it is defined as being a page

List of class MyCo-data-Loan.

Which three statements are valid? (Choose Three.)

Options: 
A- At run time, Loans(1) cloud be of class MyCo-data-Loan-Auto while .Loan (2) is of class MyCo-data Loan Mortgage.

B- At design time, the system provides a warning since it is not a best Loans practice a page list with an abstract class.

C- At design time, an architect uses a data warning since it is not a best practice to define a page list of an embedded page at run time.

D- At run time pages o . Loans can be of either MyCo-data-Login Auto or Myco-Data Loan Mortgage but all pages must be the class.



E- At run time, a specialized rule in MyCo-Date-Loan Mortgage can be reference through-loans only if referenced in MyCo-Data-Loan

Answer: 
B, C, D
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